SAMOA - Flower Essences from the South Sea
1. NIU - Coconut Palm
Effect (summary): Gives strength, power and stamina, persevering, flexibility, and centring.
Effective against problems with the spine.
2. FAU - Yellow Hibiscus
Effect: Supports process of fading and evolving, new beginning, of forgiving and acceptance. Gives loves,
beauty and joy of life. Strengthens autonomic nervous system, helps against depressions.
3. ESITANE - Papaya
Effect: Opens for star energies, for higher levels, consciousness, connections and goals. Strengthens group
awareness.
Gives universal beauty and a feeling of belonging and security.
Effective against feelings of not belonging and insecurity and dysfunctional sexuality.
Activates light body (Merkabah).
Star light body: connects to star- and soul-family.
4. FAI - Banana Blossom
Effect: Strengthens male side, supports expression, stamina, inner growing, creation of new things, diversity
and sweetness of life.
Balances an excess of female aspects.
Effective against diseases and imbalance of male sexual organs.
5. LOGO - Yellow Pancratium
Effect: Brings sunshine, joy of life, inner peace and diversity, humility, simplicity, finding ones purpose.
Strengthens group awareness and oneness with all that is.
Effective against depression, grief, loneliness, nervousness, stress, hyperactivity.
Star light body: Connects to star light body.
6. FELILA - Bougainvillea
Effect: Brings power to forgive, to complete and let go of past emotional trauma, brings lightness, joy, joy of
life, self-love and self-acceptance.
Structure for new beginning. After loss of partners, for completion of old and preparation for new partnerships.
Effective against sexual abuse, healing of first and second chakras.
7. ROSE - Magenta Five-Pointed Star Blossom
Effect: Opens eighth chakra, opens and anchors universal love, brings power and unity, faith. Forms energynetwork with like-minded people, strengthens connection to Christ consciousness and to universal information
system through universal light-grid-system.
Anchors physical body with Merkabah (Light body).
Star light body: Activates star doorway, makes receptive for the universal power and love of the creator.
8. TEUILA - Red Ginger
Effect: Enhances courage, self-confidence, power and strength, stamina and perseverance.
Balance of male and female aspects. Activates energy channel along the spine from Soul star to Earth star.
Effective against weakness, listlessness, lassitude, despondence, lack of self-confidence. Detoxifies liver and
gall.
9. AUTE - Red Hibiscus
Effect: Strengthens ability to love, sensitivity and a sense for beauty and creative expression. Connects to
Venusian energies.
Effective against lack of stamina, frustration and listlessness. Dissolves blocks (patterns of behaviour)
concerning female sexual reluctance.
10. VAEPAA - Bird of Paradise
Effect: Strengthens connection with higher self, activates purification and self-healing within the cells.
Balances an excess of male aspects, is cooling and soothing, antipyretic, antibiotic, cleansing and detoxifying.
Effective against energy blocks, choleric fits, dysfunctional blood circulation, regulates exchange of body
temperature.
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11. MOSOOI - Yellow-Green Tree Blossom
Strengthens connection to divine inspiration and intuition, the higher planes of being, the White Brotherhood
and the 24 Elders.
Anchors of the light body (Merkabah) with the physical body, affects crystalline structure of the body,
enhances cell regeneration.
Effective against injuries, burns, disturbing scars, facilitates new growth of tissue.
Star light body: activation of divine cell-core, manifestation of the divine in the human being.
12. MAMOE - Violet Parmentiera
Effect: Brings inner protection, peace and silence. In meditation, for centring and alignment with higher planes
and the inner oasis.
For regeneration after extreme situations or disease, to regain inner peace and strength, good before a new
beginning.
Balances the hemispheres and connects them with the eighth chakra.
Activates pineal gland. Effective against electric dysfunction of the brain.
13. TAMALIGI - Red-Yellow Lilium Bulbiferum
Effect: Cleanses energy channel and activates crystalline light channel of the human body from the divine
source to the centre of the earth.
Strengthens and energises all chakras (will and feelings, expression of chakras on front and back side of the
spine). Total harmony on all levels, deep relaxation and peace.
Helpful against impatience, nervous tension, inner restlessness.
Improves oxygen supply.
Star light body: Installation of star-light body-channel.
14. PUA - Frangipani
Effect: Connects with star doorway and the collective Christ consciousness, facilitates shift into the fifth
dimension. Brings universal love and peace, consummation of "heavenly marriage", total union of opposites.
Facilitates clearing uncompleted situations lovingly.
Star light body: Connects with the star doorway. Total activation and enlightenment of star light body.
15. TIAVEA - Spring Water
Effect: Source, nourishment, oneness, cooling, alleviating.
Helps you find the inner place of peace and tranquillity, brings oneness, balance, harmony, abundance.
Enhances surrender, gratitude and satisfaction.
16. AFU AAU - Waterfall (Water of Baptism)
Effect: Cooling, purification, alleviation after big efforts. Letting go, regeneration, rise into higher levels of
consciousness. Baptism into the light, return to the origin. New beginning. Breakthrough. New birth. Through
the dark into the light. From exhaustion into primal power. Helps to balance fears and traumas. Star light body:
Transcendence in dimensional shifts, support for the dying.
17. STAR LIGHT-ESSENCE
Effect: Reaching total creative power, connection of the god and goddess within you. Consummation of divine
marriage. Being one with the divine and earth. You are live pulsating light. Your life is a source of joy.
Total activation of divine cell-core and star light body.
18. RAINBOW LIGHT-ESSENCE
Effect: Cleansing and charging of the "light gown" with the ELOHIM-Colour rays.
Light body, physical body, and star light body are energised with the rainbow light of the Archangels and the
Elohim.
This essence supports your energetic protection through the light of the Archangels
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